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€7bn Amount invested in constructing Data Centres 
in Ireland 2021-2025

70 Number of operational Data Centres in Ireland

8 Number of Data Centres currently in 
construction in Ireland

900 Total connected power capacity of the 
operational Data Centres in Irelandmw

237 Total connected power capacity currently 
under constructionmw

146 Total connected power capacity added in 2021 
– the largest in Europemw

627 Total connected power capacity currently in 
planningmw

#1 Dublin is the largest enterprise hyperscale 
market in Europe.

INTRODUCTION The Data Centre Industry has been 
experiencing rapid growth over the past 10 
years as more and more of our day-to-day 
activities are managed via the cloud. A recent 
report indicated that by the end of 2020, an 
estimated 1.7 MB of data is created every 
second for every person on earth!

With this meteoric rise in online activity, the 
data storage needed to meet this demand has 
accelerated over the last 5 years and 
particularly since 2020 as a result of the 
COVID-19 Pandemic. 

The global market for Internet Data Centers 
estimated at US$59.3Bn in 2020, is projected 
to reach US$143.4 Billion by 2027, growing at a 
CAGR of 13.4% over the period 2020-2027.

The demand for remote data capacity, 
generated by people working from 
home during the pandemic, created 
the impetus to bring new data centres 
online as swiftly as possible.
Antony Savvas
Capacity, May 2021

The extraordinary rise of Ireland as one of the 
world’s leading Data Centre hubs is down to a 
number of key factors: 

There are many reasons why Ireland has become 
the largest enterprise hyperscale market in 
Europe. 

The fact that Dublin is the European home of 
many of the world’s most familiar tech 
multinationals is a huge factor. These companies 
have had long, positive experiences being 
anchored in Ireland. As the requirement to house 
more and more data increased, the logical home 
for storing it was right here in Ireland.

GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY

KEY MARKET PROXIMITY

INFRASTRUCTURE

SKILLED WORKFORCE

CLIMATE

POWER & RESOURCES

DATA SANCTITY & SECURITY

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES

Our access to intercontinental cables & the 
only country in Europe with three fibre optic 
cables with the highest bandwidths.

A natural connecting point between the 
USA and Europe, with the only native 
English-speaking population in the EU.

Decades of leadership in the ICT global 
market has resulted in a diverse, skilled 
and experienced workforce – both in terms 
of data centre construction and operation.

A range of Government incentives and 
initiatives makes Ireland a very pro 
business environment 

Our naturally cooler climate system 
significantly reduces the operational cost 
of keeping data centers at an optimal, 
cool temperature

The availability of power capacity & 
increasing levels of efficient renewable 
sources make Ireland very attractive from a 
cost & environmental impact point of view.

The fibre optic cabling network in Ireland is 
quite advanced and has capacity to manage 
the needs of Data Centres

A range of Government incentives and 
initiatives makes Ireland a very pro 
business environment 

THE BACKGROUND

IRELAND LEADS EUROPEAN CHARGE

WHY IRELAND?



THE BUILD PHASES
According to industry body, Host in Ireland, there 
are a total of 70 Data Centres now operational 
with this number expected to double by 2025.

The investment in construction is estimated at 
€7bn+ over the next 5 years and €1.5bn+ in 2022 
alone.

Data Centre construction involves a lot of 
different activities across multiple phases and 
involving a host of key players. 

The nature of these builds is that phase 
completion triggers payment down the supply 
chain.

As a country we have well over 20 years 
of experience building data centres, 
both here and abroad. There are plenty 
of Irish contractors working in the US, 
the Nordics and plenty of other 
countries. Irish innovation and skills in 
the market are well ahead of the 
competition. We can afford to export 
our skills and bring other people’s data 
back here to store.

Anthony McDermott, 
Mitchell McDermott Consultants. 
May 2021

1. TENDER

2. PRE-BUILD

3. BUILD

4. OPERATIONAL
Demolition

Site Clearance
Electrical Staffing

Mechanical Staffing
Design Staffing

Survey, Design & 
Requirement analysis

New Build or Legacy DC refit
DC consolidation: build work to reduce the resources DC needs

DC decommissioning
Testing under design load conditions
Commissioning -re-testing of works 

for adherence to requirements

Monitoring & management
Burst capacity required for 

lifecycle services
Preventive maintenance work

Decide if it’s a Build-to-suit or Spec Build
Site location & planning submission

Data Centre Design
Tender Submission

Main Contractor Selection
Project Pricing & Logistics

KEY TASKS X PHASES OF A DATA CENTRE BUILD

This can create a working capital gap 
between the outlay required to keep the 
project on time and receipt of the phased 
payment. 

Unexpected delays within the phases can also 
put any or all of the key players under sudden 
cashflow pressure.

InvoiceFair has developed a number of Data 
Centre specific working capital solutions to 
these working cash scenarios that ensure that 
all the key players can concentrate on what 
they do best: build world class Data Centres!



FUNDING THE 
PHASES

With the explosion in online activity as a result of 
the pandemic, time to market is becoming a 
bigger influence as pressure to add data capacity 
heightens. At the short end, using pre-
configurated design, the supply chain is 
simplified, and the build time can be as little as 3 
months (planning permitting). If the brief is for a 
custom build, depending on the planning phase, 
this can take up to 3 years. 

Clearly, the more customised the design, the 
more complex the project becomes, with 
more ‘players’ involved and a larger 
requirement for funding across an expanded 
time frame.

The table below demonstrates a variety of 
ways in which InvoiceFair can service the 
capital needs of the key players during each 
phase of construction.

2. PRE-BUILD PHASE

1. TENDER PHASE

HOW WE CAN HELP AT EVERY STAGE IN THE BUILD PROCESS

We can pre-approve contracts for funding so 
Contractors & Sub-Contractors can secure tenders 
on favourable terms, with best quality partners
EXAMPLE: Agree Project funding and costings pre 
commencement to ensure your projects are 
commercially viable and secure.
No other provider gives this service.

We will fund pre-invoice, invoice or WIP on projects.
EXAMPLE: Leverage your WIP (Work yet to be 
completed) to assist with large capital outlays in the 
pre-build Phase when needed.
Other providers will only fund invoiced works at 
reduced levels and with restrictions 
(concentration limits or refusing to fund civils 
portion).

We will fund, pre-invoice, invoice or WIP on projects.
EXAMPLE: Leverage your Claims (work done but 
not yet invoiced) to assist with Working Capital 
requirements that arise in the build phase.
Other providers will only fund invoiced works at 
reduced levels and with restrictions 
(concentration limits or refusing to fund civils 
portion).

3. BUILD PHASE

We will fund, pre-invoice, invoice or WIP on projects 
EXAMPLE: Leverage past, present or future income 
to assist with Working Capital requirements in the 
Operational Phase or use this income when 
beginning new projects.
Other providers will only fund invoiced works at 
reduced levels and with restrictions 
(concentration limits). 

4. OPERATIONAL PHASE

Data Centre builds are large, complex 
projects that can be a drain on human and 
capital resources. Having a dependable 
funder who understands the sector on your 
side throughout the project is a critical 
success factor. From giving you the 
confidence to tender with certainty you can 
fulfill contacts at profitable margins to 
managing your staff & supplier costs during 
the life of the project with access to cash at 
short notice.



Meritcom is an Irish & UK based company who 
have been in operation for over 20 years. 
They are a leading provider of Structured 
Cabling Solutions, TV Systems, Wireless, 
Infrared, Satellite, Interactive Whiteboards, 
Telephone Systems and Audio-Visual Systems. 

The winning of a significant new contract in 
the sector had resulted in a requirement to 
build a cashflow strategy to meet the 
demands of the additional project.

Meritcom is an Irish & UK based company 
who’ve been in operation for over 20 years. 
They are a leading provider of Structured 
Cabling Solutions, TV Systems, Wireless, 

Infrared, Satellite, Interactive Whiteboards, 
Telephone Systems and Audio-Visual Systems. 
Meritcom provide sub-contracting services on 

large scale Data Centre projects across Europe 
for some of the world’s largest companies. 

THE BACKGROUND

THE CHALLENGE

Meritcom has been experiencing significant 
growth over the past number of years and had 
been successful in winning a multi-million
euro contract to provide sub-contracting 
services for a large-scale Data Centre project 
in Denmark for one of the world largest social 
media companies.

They had incorporated new trading entities in 
Europe to facilitate this contract in 
conjunction with their well-established 
business in Ireland and the UK. This meant 
identifying a funding partner who understood 
their business and the working capital 
requirements of their global operations and 
data centre projects. InvoiceFair’s knowledge 
of the sector meant they recognised the 
standing of Meritcom within the sector and 
the quality of the clients they worked with. 

Meritcom were providing highly skilled 
workers for the Danish project for services 
such as power and electrical works during the 
build phase of the Data Centre site expansion. 

Initial set up costs on the project required 
capital prior to the beginning of the payment 
cycle from the main contractor. As the 
project ramped up, the requirement for 
labour also increased as did the working 
capital requirements with repayments from 
the primary contractor operating on 30-day 
cycles, with staff requiring weekly payments. 
This created a cashflow gap.

CASE STUDY

THE SOLUTION

Unable to find a suitable solution from 
traditional lenders, the answer was for 
Meritcom to use InvoiceFair’s innovative 
growth funding model to leverage their 
purchase orders and their monthly complete 
worksheets for their staff in advance of 
payment from the contractor to assist with 
their working capital requirement. Using 
future earnings in this manner is a unique 
feature in the market.

InvoiceFair structured a Purchase Order and 
Selective Invoice Financing Solution for 
Meritcom’s European business, which allowed 
Meritcom to access growth funding as they 
required it over the course of the contract.

Our solution allowed them to leverage 70% of 
the purchase order in the initial set up phase, 
to assist with the capital costs required at the 
commencement of the project and 90% of 
completed worksheets thereafter to provide 
working capital as they project moved 
through the design and build phases. 

The solution provided by InvoiceFair was perfect for 
our unique set of circumstances. Their understanding 
of the market was refreshing and the way the 
solution was structured was something we hadn’t 
seen before. They are playing a key role in our 
growth plans.

Gary O’Kane 
Director



This company is a leading Irish infrastructure 
build and engineering solutions company 
delivering integrated planning, design, build 
and commissioning of advanced 
communications networks, civil engineering 
and utilities projects across a range of Sectors 
and customers. 

They provide world class technical services, 
particularly in the Data Centre sector, where 
they can deliver facilities management, 
maintenance, commissioning, design and 
installation of projects. Other key sectors 
they service  include Pharma, Semi-Conductor 
Facilities and Aviation.

Our client is a fast-growing Infrastructure 
build and engineering solutions company 
focussed on 3 core areas: Telecoms, 
Utilities and Technical Services.

They offer a range of services to the Data 
Centre market including Critical 
Infrastructure Commissioning, Rack & 
Server installation, Operations & 
Maintenance.

THE BACKGROUND

THE CHALLENGE

Our client have been experiencing significant 
growth over the past few years and are 
working on large scale infrastructure projects 
for large MNC’s like Intel as well as 
government agencies. They have a specialism 
in Data Centre construction projects with 
specific expertise in installation, 
commissioning & maintenance, particularly in 
critical power and cooling solutions.

They had two funding challenges to resolve: 

Working Capital: Address timing issues on 
Data Centre installation work

Growth Capital: Fund their ambitious scaling 
plans

They provide highly skilled labour on these 
data center projects. However, they pay their 
staff in advance of repayment from the Data 
Centre Owners, causing a timing issue from a 
working capital perspective. As the project 
schedule ramped up, the requirement for 
labour increased, as did the working capital 
requirement.

They were also undertaking a scaling 
programme and with new projects taking 
place, they required growth capital to fuel 
these plans. Having the working capital in 
place to fund the beginning of these large-
scale projects was a fundamental element in 
the success of any future scaling.

CASE STUDY

THE SOLUTION

Struggling to find a suitable solution from 
traditional lenders, This market leading 
company approached InvoiceFair seeking an 
innovative growth financing solution that 
would allow the business to expand, while 
doing so under efficient and cost-effective 
funding terms. 

What type of financing would work best for 
this labour-intensive business with blue-chip 
contracts with large MNC’s in the Data Centre 
sector? The answer was to leverage their 
monthly completed and future worksheets for 
their staff in advance of payment from the 
main contractor to assist with their working 
capital and growth requirements. 

InvoiceFair structured an innovative invoice 
discounting solution, where in addition to 
leveraging funding from their debtor book, 
they could leverage future income from their 
contracts with their existing and new 
multinational clients, to fuel their growth and 
fund their future.

Our solution allowed them to leverage 90% of 
work completed against approved timesheets 
in conjunction with 70% of future monthly 
cashflows from contracted positions in order 
fund growth objectives and put their future in 
their own hands.

The solution provided by InvoiceFair was like nothing 
in the market - it was tailored to our working capital 
and growth requirements. This gave us the 
confidence to do what we do best as a leading 
provider of world class technical services on high-
end projects for large Multi-National companies and 
really scale our business to the next level. 

Chief Financial Officer

ABOUT THE CLIENT



Our client operate on a national and 
international scale with projects varying 
across different categories - predominantly in 
data centres, commercial office fit outs, 
hospitals and pharmaceutical manufacturing 
facilities. 

They provide cost-effective electrical & civils 
packages in a compliant and structured way. 
Services include the installation of 
containment, power, lighting, emergency 
lighting, CCTV, access control, small power 
and other general services including system 
turnovers and QAQC works.

An Irish-based Electrical, Mechanical and 
Civil Engineering company with offices 
based across Ireland, The U.K and Europe.

They have completed data centre projects 
in Ireland and across Europe for some of 
the largest tech players in Europe 
including Microsoft, Intel and Amazon.

THE BACKGROUND

THE CHALLENGE

This company had been experiencing growth 
in Ireland and the UK, while working on large 
scale data centre projects in Ireland and 
Mainland Europe. They had become 
disillusioned with the restrictions placed on 
them by their existing lender and approached 
InvoiceFair to discuss providing a more 
flexible solution more suited to their funding 
needs.

They had set up new trading entities in other 
European jurisdictions, to facilitate new 
contracts in conjunction with their well-
established business in Ireland. They required 
a funding partner that understood their 
business and the working capital 
requirements of their global operations. 
InvoiceFair’s knowledge of the sector meant 
they recognised the quality of the work 
provided and the premium nature of their 
clients.

They were providing highly skilled electricians 
to work on site in the Build phase of Data 
Centre construction across Ireland and 
mainland Europe. As the project ramped up, 
the requirement for labour increased, as did 
the weekly payment requirements. Their staff 
were paid on a weekly payroll, with payments 
from the principal contractor operating on a 
monthly invoicing schedule. 

CASE STUDY

THE SOLUTION

What type of financing would work best for 
this labour-intensive business? The answer 
was to leverage the monthly completed 
worksheets for their staff in advance of 
payment from the main contractor to assist 
with their working capital requirement. 

InvoiceFair structured a Selective Invoice 
Finance solution for the mainland Europe 
business entities, which was a shorter-term 
funding requirement. 

We then provided the Irish based operation 
with a long-term funding solution using our 
Innovative Invoice Discounting product. Both 
solutions gave them the growth capital they 
required.

We gave them the facility to leverage 90% of 
the value of these weekly & monthly 
timesheets on the projects and also allowed 
them to leverage different multi-currency 
revenue streams across Europe, due to 
InvoiceFair’s access to a diverse pool of 
funding and ability to trade multi-currency. 

Allowing us to leverage our approved 
worksheets, rather than wait for the standard 
Invoice Payment Process to complete, was 
hugely innovative and allowed us greater 
flexibility with our cashflow. It also allows us to 
use that additional funding to drive on with our 
growth strategy right across Europe.

Managing Director

ABOUT THE CLIENT



OUR 
SOLUTIONS

InvoiceFair launched with Selective Invoice 
Trading as the main offering. As the business has 
grown, it has evolved to deliver a range of 
innovative solutions to meet ever changing 
market needs.

We like to think we have covered the entire 
working capital spectrum, allowing businesses to 
leverage receivables that have already occurred, 
currently in progress and finally, predictable, 
recurring revenues.

SELECTIVE 
INVOICE TRADING

Trade invoices on an 
individual basisPAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

FUTURE RECURRING 
REVENUE

Advance payment on  
recurring  future 
revenues

INVOICE 
DISCOUNTING

Unique funding of 
both entire debtor 
book & WIP

PURCHASE ORDER/  
CONTRACT FINANCE

Trade confirmed Blue 
Chip POs, Contracts or 
WIP not invoiced

Each of our solutions have been proven to be 
highly effective in the Data Centre construction 
sector. Once we understand the funding need of 
a client, we propose the best combination of 
solutions to use, based on the specific 
circumstances. 

Our team are always available to explain how 
they work in more detail.



SELECTIVE
INVOICE FINANCE

WHAT IS SELECTIVE INVOICE FINANCE?

The duration & quality of the invoice will 
determine the final cost of finance so, in 
many cases, it ends up dramatically lower 
than the maximum cost you agreed. 

Once the trading session closes, up to 90% of 
the value of the invoice is transferred to 
your bank account, less our fees. When your 
customer settles the invoice amount, the 
untraded 10% is transferred to your bank 
account.

There are no restrictions due to Debtor 
Concentration, Funding Limits or Geographic 
Risk (export country).

You have full control at all times – you 
decide which specific invoices you want to 
trade and when and you can trade as many 
invoices as you like, whenever you want.

Access up to 90% of the value of your invoices 
straight away by trading them on the 
InvoiceFair platform and receive the funds 
within 24 hours, less our fees and cost of 
finance. Unlike other forms of business 
funding, you don’t have to take on additional 
debt, provide security or any personal 
guarantees. 

Our platform connects you directly with a 
pool of institutional funders with an appetite 
for high quality receivables (like invoices) as 
an investment asset class. Once listed & 
approved for trading, your invoice is 100% 
guaranteed to be sold and you control the 
maximum cost of finance. 

Then it is entered into a dynamic trading 
session on the platform and the funders make 
competing offers to purchase the invoice. 

Invoice Seller 
onboards on 
InvoiceFair 
platform

Invoice issued to 
Debtor

Invoice Seller 
advises Debtor of 
new bank account 

details for payment

Invoice uploaded 
and traded on 

InvoiceFair 
Platform

Debtor pays invoice 
into Segregated Bank 

Account

90% paid to 
Funders, 10% 

balance to Seller

InvoiceFair 
advances up to 90% 
of Invoice value less 

transaction fees 

HOW DOES IT WORK?

CHOOSE THE INDIVIDUAL INVOICES 
YOU WANT TO FINANCE



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

SIMPLE
Intuitive, easy to use 

platform

CONTROL 
You decide which invoices 

you want to finance

NO PG’s
No requirement to provide 

Personal Guarantees

NO LIMIT
Process as many 

invoices as you want. No 
concentration limits either

PEACE OF MIND
Surety of Cashflow 

timings

FAST
Once traded, paid 

within 24 hours

NO DISRUPTION
No change to relationship 

with your customer

GLOBAL
No Geographic 

limitations

NO FX RISK
Multi-Currency 

funding

NO HIDDEN COSTS
Unlike others, no 

non-utilization fees



INVOICE 
DISCOUNTING

FINANCE YOUR ENTIRE DEBTOR 
BOOK AND WIP WITHOUT 
CONCENTRATION LIMITS

WHAT IS INNOVATIVE INVOICE DISCOUNTING?

Our platform connects you directly with a 
pool of institutional funders with an 
appetite for high quality receivables (like 
invoices and WIP) as an investment asset 
class. 

The cost of finance is agreed in advance. 
You control when and how much you need to 
draw down from your debtor listing or WIP 
balance and InvoiceFair looks after the rest. 

How much easier would cashflow management 
be if you could access the funds tied up in both 
your entire debtor book and Work in Progress 
(WIP)? With InvoiceFair, you can access up to 
90% of the value of your debtor book and up to 
40% of your available WIP balance. What’s more, 
you receive the funds within 24 hours, less our 
fees and cost of finance, directly to your bank 
account. 

Unlike traditional forms of invoice discounting 
there are no debtor concentration limits, no 
geographic restrictions and no hidden or non-
utilisation monthly fees.

WHY IS IT SO UNIQUE?

Work completed but not invoiced “locks up” your 
cash. We know that WIP converts to invoices in 
the debtor book. Our solution lets you release 
this cash in WIP in addition to your Debtor Book, 
allowing you to take control of your working 
capital cycle and funding larger contracts. 
Helping to accelerate your growth, while keeping 
all payments to suppliers & subcontractors up-to-
date and on time. 

ELIGIBILITY

Limited Company with at least 2 Directors
Trading for at least 3 years

Minimum annual turnover €5m
Minimum average debtor book of €1m

Invoice Seller 
onboards on 
InvoiceFair 
platform

Invoice issued to 
Debtor

Invoice Seller advises 
all Debtors of new 

bank account details 
for payment

Deal uploaded and 
traded on 
InvoiceFair 
Platform

Debtor pays invoice 
into Seller’s 

dedicated IBAN

InvoiceFair advances 
up to 90% of the 

Seller’s Debtor Book

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Further funds drawn as 
required against the 
current debtor book

Funds are 
allocated against 
the Seller’s open 

balance



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

CONFIDENTIAL
Our relationship is not 

disclosed to your debtors

NO DEBTOR 
CONCENTRATION LIMITS 
Release more funds from 

your Debtor Book

GLOBAL
No Geographic 

limitations

CONTROL
You decide how much 
of your Debtor Book or 
WIP you want to trade

WIP FUNDED
Confidence to tender for 
contracts with claims and 

WIP funding

NO FX RISK
Multi-Currency 

funding

NO PG’s
No Personal Guarantees 

Required

SIMPLE
Intuitive, 

easy to use 
platform

SPEED
Funds within 

24 hours

NO HIDDEN COSTS
No hidden costs or 
non-utilization fees



PURCHASE ORDER 
FINANCE

FUNDING FROM THE START 
OF A PROJECT

WHAT IS PURCHASE ORDER FINANCE?

So, if you do get a large order and need 
working capital upfront, you can now get up to 
70% of the value of your Purchase Order that 
you can use to pay your supply chain members. 

This facility is subject to fees; however, this is 
very much outweighed by the working capital it 
releases and the potential to negotiate early 
payment discounts with your manufacturers.

At InvoiceFair, we are focused on solving working 
capital problems for business. One of those 
problems is financing the completion of an order 
which involves upfront and staged payments to 
manufacturers or suppliers, yet you only get paid 
when the goods are delivered and the agreed 
credit term is complete. 

Purchase Order Financing is an alternative way to 
access working capital. It allows vendors to 
access funds to pay suppliers & manufacturers at 
the start of the order, rather than at the end.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Vendor onboards 
on InvoiceFair 

platform

PO issued by Blue 
Chip Debtor

Agreed staged 
Manufacturing 

Payments made

Invoice paid into 
Segregated Bank 

Account 

70% paid to 
InvoiceFair Funders 
balance to Vendor

InvoiceFair 
advances up to 

70% of PO 
value 

Vendor contracts 
Manufacturer to 
begin production

Production 
complete & 

goods shipped

Delivery received 
& final invoice 

issued

PO

THE WORKING CAPITAL CYCLE

Uniquely, InvoiceFair operate at all stages in 
the working capital cycle, unlike other funding 
options who will only release capital once an 
invoice is received by your buyer. Monies are 
released when they are most needed – at the 
start of the order.

There is no limit to the number or value of 
orders you can process, which allows you to 
fund even more deals. 

Standard Cash 
Conversion Cycle

InvoiceFair Cash 
Conversion Cycle



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

SIMPLE
Intuitive, easy to use 

platform

CONTROL 
You decide which PO’s

you want to finance

NO PG’s
No requirement to provide 

Personal Guarantees

NO LIMIT
Process as many 
PO’s as you want

PEACE OF MIND
Surety that the order 
will complete on time

FAST
Once traded, paid 

within 24 hours

NO DISRUPTION
No change to relationship 

with your customer

GLOBAL
No Geographic 

limitations

NO FX RISK
Multi-Currency 

funding

NO HIDDEN COSTS
Unlike others, no 

non-utilization fees

CAPACITY
Ability to fulfill more 

/larger orders



FUTURE RECURRING 
REVENUE FINANCE 

LEVERAGING FUTURE 
SALES TO GROW TODAY

WHAT IS FUTURE RECURRING REVENUE FINANCE?

InvoiceFair’s future recurring revenue solution 
provides funds to growing and profitable 
businesses, based on the predictability of your 
revenue. It allows you to trade up to 70% of 
future months’ recurring revenue upfront.

Each monthly settlement triggers the automatic 
release of an additional month’s revenue which 
you can immediately trade, providing your 
business with a revolving funding facility.

As your monthly recurring revenue grows, so too 
does the amount of funds released, so your 
facility grows as you do.

Unlike traditional funding providers, our deep 
pool of institutional investors see the value of 
future revenues, treat them as an Asset and are 
keen to fund these types of businesses.

Many businesses have recurring, predictable 
revenues every month but very little in the way 
of ‘tangible’ assets to use to secure funding 
which can be necessary to help the business 
continue to scale and grow. Due to the nature of 
their business model, some don’t have a debtor 
book to leverage in order to drive volume and get 
to the next level.

They may be Point of Sale (POS), online, or SaaS 
(Software as a Service) based organisations with 
daily, weekly or monthly repayments. Perhaps 
they have a growing contract business with 
clients who pay a set amount every month? 

If this sounds familiar, then Future Recurring 
Revenue is probably something you should 
consider if your business needs funds to grow 
right now.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Seller onboards 
on InvoiceFair 

platform

Payment 
Systems point 
to InvoiceFair 
Segregated 

Account

Pro forma Monthly 
Invoices uploaded 

to InvoiceFair 
Platform and 

traded separately

Up to 70% of 3 
months FRR 
advanced

Repayments 
settled on monthly 
basis at agreed % 

of sales

As each month 
settles, a new month 
can be traded based 

on actual sales

Seller’s 
trading history 

analysed to 
assess 

solution 
suitability 

Average FRR 
calculated based 
on sales history

ELIGIBILITY

Companies that have minimum 
revenues of €100,000 per month, 
are scaling and trading profitably



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

NO EQUITY 
DILUTION

Get funding without 
giving away equity

RETAIN CONTROL
No Board seats or loss 

of power

PEACE OF MIND
No personal 
Guarantees

MULTI-CURRENCY
Can trade in any 

currency or geography

UP TO 70% 
UPFRONT

Of 3 x MRR upfront to 
invest in growth

SEAMLESS 
INTEGRATION
With Payment, 

Banking, eCommerce 
& Accountancy 

systems

GROWS WITH 
YOUR SALES
As your MRR 

grows, so does the 
facility limit

FLEXIBLE
Repayments not 
fixed - based on 

Sales Volume

QUICK 
ONBOARDING

Onboard in as little as 
48 hours

FAST ACCESS
Cash from approved 

trade transferred within 
24 hours


